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Giving humans superpowers



Who I am: @jensenharris

• Co-founder & CTO of Textio 

• Augmented writing platform founded 2014 in Seattle 

• Learning loop technology + over 250 million documents 
with outcomes data create Textio’s predictive engine 

• Before that led UI at Microsoft
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What is augmented writing?



A brief history of writing software























WSIWYG
(what you see is what you get)





























Collaboration
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Personal computers Graphical user interface Internet & cloud

Text mode WYSIWYG Collaborative

1981 - 1993 1990 - 2007 2005 - 2017

The eras of writing software

?



What do all of these have in common?
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Personal computers Graphical user interface Internet & cloud

Text mode WYSIWYG Collaborative

1981 - 1993 1990 - 2007 2005 - 2017

The eras of writing software

?
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Personal computers Graphical user interface Internet & cloud Machine intelligence

Text mode WYSIWYG Collaborative Augmented

1981 - 1993 1990 - 2007 2005 - 2017 2015 -

The eras of writing software



What is augmented writing?



Demo
Textio’s augmented writing platform for job posts



Team collaboration tools 
encourage co-authoring and 
document sharing

Textio combines unique 
machine learning 
algorithms with natural 
language processing to find 
the patterns that work

Real-world outcomes 
fuel a predictive engine 
that delivers actionable 
feedback as you type

Textio mines the results of 
more than 10 million new 
documents every month 
to calculate a Textio Score

Textio’s augmented writing platform



How augmented 
writing works
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Sharing 
Contribute documents 

and anonymized 
outcomes data

Analysis 
Textio uncovers new 

statistical patterns and 
key phrases

Guidance 
Textio gives smarter 
guidance to improve 

writing

Results 
Customer gets results, 
measures them to feed 
back into the platform
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Every bit of outcomes data helps Textio 
provide smarter guidance and  
stronger hiring results 

Textio’s platform is built on over 
250 million documents with outcomes 

Customers get detailed insights on the 
language that gets them the results they 
are aiming for



Augmented writing is 
domain intelligent
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-0.7% 22.9%
Faster time to fillChange in time to fill

vs.
Job postings with strong grammar 
perform no better than posts with  
2 or more grammar errors

Job postings with a Textio Score of 
70+ improve hiring time by 22.9% on 
average compared to jobs below 70

Grammar checker Textio Score

Domain-specific guidance outperforms “good writing”



Demo
Domain-specific is everything



Augmented, not automated 
(or why AI + UI is the breakthrough)



Level 1: Predict a result

• Example: Predict that a job listing will 
fill faster than 25% of other job listings 

• Tech is not impossible as long as you 
have enough clean outcomes data + 
advanced ML/NLP techniques 

• Anyone* can do this
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Level 2: Understand the prediction’s why

• Example: These 17 specific 
features are the reason why the 
document is at 25th percentile  

• Much harder problem 

• Requires choosing specific types of models and data 
organization without losing predictive power
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Level 3: Imagine improved variations

• Example: Imagine versions of the 
writing that would perform better 
than 90% of other documents 

• Must stay in the writer’s voice and be done without 
altering the foundational content of the writing 

• Extremely hard problem
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Level 4: Human and machine in harmony

• Example: Create guidance for the human to follow that 
leads them to a variation of their writing, in their voice, 
which when published, will have the real world outcome 
promised by the predictive model 

• Machine working with human to give her superpowers 

• One of the foundational unsolved challenges in AI
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By the way, 
do all of that in less than 300ms



How does it work?

• You have to train models and build UI together 
and at the same time 

• The guidance itself becomes an input to the models 

• You ensemble not just the models, 
but also the feedback you give to humans
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For more info: textio.com  @jensenharris



Q&A


